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1 INTRODUCTION
Web bots are an integral part of the web, since they allow the automation of several vital tasks, some of which
would have otherwise been impossible to perform. They are responsible for numerous browsing automation
processes, such as web indexing, website monitoring (validation of hyperlinks and HTML code), data extraction
for commercial purposes, and feed fetching web content. Some of these tasks require web bots to visit web servers
repeatedly and, in some cases, for prolonged periods of time. As a result, web bots generate a huge amount of
web traffic; based on Distil Networks’ 2019 report [15], web bots accounted for the 37.9% of the total traffic that
they monitored.
Based on their purpose, web bots vary in sophistication [14, 15]. For example, to download the HTTP content
of a web server, a simple web bot would be sufficient. However, when it is required to test a web server’s function-
ality by filing web forms, running complex JavaScript code on a web page, and performing mouse movements
(i.e., mouseover actions to specific elements of a web page), then a web bot that supports all functionalities of a
web browser should be used.
Such web bots may though be abused for malicious purposes. These malicious web bots can perform highly
complex tasks and at the same time try to avoid detection by presenting a browser fingerprint and a humanlike
behaviour [14, 15, 20]. This makes them particularly dangerous, since they present themselves as humans and
perform several actions in a humanlike way, which severely hinders their detectability. Examples of malicious
behaviours of such web bots include trying out different credit card numbers, gift card numbers, and login
credentials, buying all the available stock of specific limited products to later resell at higher price (i.e., scalper
bots), holding items in shopping carts thus preventing access to valid customers, scraping item prices to gain
competitive advantage, and generating accounts to spam messages or amplify propaganda [15].
Due to the dangers associated with web bot visitors, it is in the best interest of web servers to place special
restrictions on web bots upon detection, so that bots cannot perform malicious acts. To detect web bots, current
state-of-the-art approaches both in academia [18, 19, 43] and in commercial solutions [1, 15] propose, besides the
rule-based web bot detection techniques, the use of machine learning to distinguish bots from human visitors.
In machine learning-based techniques, past web sessions are used to train models of the human and web bot
behaviour; these models are then used to classify new visitors as web bots or humans.
Current research on machine learning-based web bot detection uses either web logs [3, 12, 13, 29, 34, 37, 38] or
mouse movements [12, 42] to detect web bots. Even though the aforementioned techniques are highly accurate,
they do not address one key aspect of the problem, which is that web bots might try to exhibit both a browser
like fingerprint and a humanlike behaviour to avoid detection [15, 20].
In this research, we propose a web bot detection framework to detect malicious web bots of different sophis-
tication levels that try to evade detection. The framework combines two web bot detection modules, one that
relies on web logs and one that leverages mouse behavioural biometrics (i.e., mouse movements). The rationale
behind the combination of the two detection modules is to capture the different temporal characteristics of the
web logs and the mouse movements, as well as the spatial characteristics of the mouse movements, to make
a more robust detection framework with the goal to make it even harder for web bots to evade detection. To
evaluate our framework, we performed experiments by using two types of web bots with different sophistica-
tion levels: (i) the moderate web bots that have a browser fingerprint and (ii) the advanced web bots that have a
browser fingerprint and exhibit a humanlike behaviour.
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This work uses as a basis and expands the framework proposed in Reference [20] and addresses the challenges
that the authors outlined. More specifically, to overcome the limitations of the web bot detection framework
in Reference [20] in detecting advanced web bots based on features extracted from web logs, this framework
(i) introduces an additional module that detects web bots based on their mouse movements, and (ii) proposes a
novel way of combining the detection modules utilised (i.e., the one that uses web logs and the one that uses
mouse movements) to enable capturing the different temporal characteristics of the web logs and the mouse
movements, as well as the spatial characteristics of the mouse movements.
Additionally, in this research, we further split the web bots that were defined as “advanced” in Reference [20]
into moderate web bots and advanced web bots, both of which present a browser fingerprint but otherwise have
different levels of sophistication; this differs from Reference [20] where web bots were split based on whether
they present a browser fingerprint or not. This work does not consider the simple web bots (i.e., simple scripts)
of Reference [20], since they have a botlike fingerprint and perform no mouse movements, hence they can be
detected in a deterministic way. The further categorisation of the web bots referred to as “advanced” in Refer-
ence [20] into “moderate” and “advanced” web bots in this work, on the basis of their evasiveness, allows us
to further showcase how the increase in their evasiveness capabilities affects the performance of our detection
models. The behaviour and configuration of the tested web bots is derived from techniques that have been pro-
posed in literature for evasive web content gathering [11, 21, 27] in combination with techniques that stem from
the observation of advanced web bots in the wild [14, 15].
The contributions of this article are as follows:
• A novel machine learning-based web bot detection framework that combines web logs and mouse move-
ments to detect advanced web bots in a novel way by capturing the different temporal and spatial char-
acteristics of the types of data utilised. This results in a more robust detection framework, which is able
to detect web bots even in cases where one of the individual detection modules fails.
• A methodology for evaluating the proposed framework, which takes into account the different levels of
evasiveness that web bots may exhibit. As opposed to previous research where only simple scripts vs.
advanced web bots were considered, in this work we investigate how increasing the evasiveness of web
bots affects the performance of our framework.
The rest of this article is organised as follows: Section 2 provides the background on the web bot detection
problem and covers the related work. Section 3 defines our threat model. Section 4 presents an overview of our
framework while Section 5 presents the classification methods utilised in the framework. Section 6 describes the
evaluation methodology and the experimental setup, while Section 7 presents the evaluation results. Section 8
analyses and interprets the findings and the limitations of our work. Finally, Section 9 summarises our work and
outlines future work.
2 BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
Web bot detection aims to accurately distinguish whether a web visitor is a bot or a human. This categorisation
may entail simply distinguishing web bots from human visitors [3, 4, 10, 12, 18, 34] or further categorising web
bots based on their functionality [17], purpose [6, 32, 43], or complexity (i.e., simple vs. sophisticated) and based
on whether they try to evade detection or not [20].
Early versions of web bots were simple scripts [14]. These bots were easy to detect by comparing their fin-
gerprints with the ones of common browsers. Such fingerprints can include the headers of the visitor’s requests,
whether they support JavaScript, cookies, and web sessions, values of specific JavaScript variables, and so on.
However, the introduction of browsing automation tools, such as Selenium,1 enabled the effortless creation of
more sophisticated web bots that can support the majority of the features that common browsers offer as well
1https://www.seleniumhq.org/.
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as allow the bots to interact with the server as they were humans (i.e., perform mouse movements, fill in forms,
click elements, etc.), which makes their detection more challenging. Even though such web bots, in their vanilla
configurations, contain fingerprints that can reveal their bot nature [23], additional configurations can be ap-
plied to avoid detection [22, 23]. Moreover, web bots can be designed to use the regular browsers of a machine
(instead of using an automated browsing software), which makes fingerprint-based detection even harder [2].
Since there is no universal definition for the different types of web bots based on their detection evasion
capability, we categorise the web bots into three types, (i) the simple web bots, (ii) the moderate web bots, and (iii)
the advanced web bots. The simple web bots are simple scripts that have neither a browserlike fingerprint nor a
humanlike behaviour. The moderate web bots have a fingerprint that is close to one of a browser (and, for the
purposes of this research, we assume that we cannot distinguish them by their fingerprint), support the main
functionalities of a browser, but they do not present any humanlike browsing behaviour. Thus, moderate web
bots perform mouse movements and click on hyperlinks but they do not exhibit any humanlike (i.e., intelligent)
behaviour: their mouse movements traverse between hyperlinks in a straight line, and they follow hyperlinks
randomly without waiting between consecutive requests. Finally, the advanced web bots are web bots that have
a browser like fingerprint (similar to the one of the moderate web bots), and also exhibit a humanlike browsing
behaviour. Based on Distil Networks’ 2019 report [15], simple web bots accounted for 26.4% of the total web bot
traffic, more complex web bots that use “headless browsers” software accounted for 52.5%, and sophisticated web
bots (which are in principle similar to the ones we call advanced web bots) accounted for 21.1%.
For many years, the most popular techniques for detecting web bots were based on Completely Automated
Public Turing test to tell Computers and Humans Apart (CAPTCHAs) [40]. CAPTCHA challenges are
usually based on visual challenges that can be accompanied with aural ones for the visually impaired. The tests
are based on the assumption that a human can easily fulfil these visual challenges, while a web bot cannot. There
are multiple CAPTCHA-like challenges, examples of which include the click of a checkbox on a web page [36],
the selection of images that fulfil certain criteria (e.g., Google’s reCAPTCHA v22), and the extraction of letters
from a distorted image or audio file.
While visual/aural-based CAPTCHA challenges used to be effective for the detection of web bots, current
advances in image processing and speech recognition have reduced their effectiveness. A variety of highly accu-
rate techniques have been proposed to bypass popular CAPTCHA challenges, ranging from simply using public
online speech to text engines [9], to a combination of several techniques, including image reverse search, tag-
ging, recognition, and processing [35]. These attacks led CAPTCHA challenges to increase in difficulty. Original
versions of CAPTCHA challenges have received a lot of criticism, especially from people with disabilities who
sometimes struggle with fulfilling these requests and also from people who feel that their everyday work is
slowed down.
The usability and effectiveness issues associated with visual challenges led current research to focus on rule-
based and behavioural-based detection techniques that do not affect the user experience (i.e., they do not inter-
rupt the user to ask them to solve some visual challenges unless an abnormal behaviour has been detected [15]).
Additionally, the latest version of Google’s CAPTCHA challenge3 (version 3), introduced at the end of 2018, also
performs adaptive risk analysis based on the context of the action and returns a score for each request without
user friction.
Current web bot detection approaches used by commercial solutions advertise that they combine (i) rule-
based web bot detection based on browser fingerprinting techniques, as well as (ii) web bot detection based
on the behaviour of the visitors (e.g., the spatial characteristics of the mouse movements, the browsing speed,
etc.) [15]. After a visitor is identified as a bot with the aforementioned approaches, additional steps are taken
2https://developers.google.com/recaptcha/docs/display.
3https://www.google.com/recaptcha.
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(which can also be chosen by the administrators of the sites) such as to block the visitor, deliver different content,
or request from the visitor to prove that they are human by solving some visual challenges [15].
Rule-based web bot detection techniques that use browser fingerprints include font detection, plugin enu-
meration, WebGL fingerprinting, examination of unique to browser automation software strings in JavaScript
variables, and more [5, 23, 31]. Furthermore, more advanced fingerprinting techniques have been proposed that
can extract low level properties, such as the instruction-set architecture, and the used memory allocator [31].
However, research has shown that current commercial tools that detect web bots based on their fingerprint
present several flaws [5]. For example, some of those techniques are unique to specific automation tools and
even specific versions of the tools, making the preservation of those fingerprint lists time-consuming [5, 24].
Additionally, such techniques can be evaded if the fingerprints of the automation tools are changed [5, 39] or by
utilising regular browsers instead of browsing automation software [2, 14].
Regarding the detection of web bots based on their behaviour, the most prominent approach is the use of
machine learning and, more specifically, the use of classification [20, 34, 37] or clustering algorithms [3, 13, 38].
Furthermore, detection algorithms proposed in literature use either web logs [3, 12, 13, 29, 34, 37, 38] or mouse
movements [12, 42] to detect web bots. Additionally, the detection process can be performed either offline (i.e.,
decide after the end of a session whether it is from a bot), or online by performing an estimation during the
session [12, 29].
The web bot detection approaches that are based on web logs rely primarily on several “traditional” machine
learning algorithms, such as Support Vector Machines [20, 29, 37], Random Forests [20, 34], Adaboost [20, 34],
and Multi-layer Perceptron classifiers [10, 20, 29, 37]. Initially, the sessions of each visitor of the web server
are extracted from the web logs [7, 20, 26, 30, 33, 34]. Then, for each session, several measurable proper-
ties/characteristics (features) of the visitors’ behaviour are calculated, including the access frequency of web
pages [20, 38], the type of web content accessed (e.g., HTML, text, JavaScript, image, css, etc.) [18, 20, 30], the
access patterns [4, 20], and the HTTP errors produced [7, 20, 38]. The calculated feature values are used as input
to train machine learning models and the trained models are then used to classify the new visitors as bots or
humans.
Latest research has introduced the use of mouse movements for the detection of web bots [12, 42]. Mouse
movements can either be represented as images and used directly as input to Convolutional Neural Networks
(CNNs) [42] or have several high level actions extracted from them, such as click, point-and-click, and drag-and-
drop [12]. For the latter, these actions accompanied with their properties, such as the distance of the mouse move,
its duration, and efficiency, are used to train classification models. Table 1 shows the performance of works that
have been proposed in literature. It is shown that the more sophisticated the web bots are, the more difficult it
is to detect them.
Although the aforementioned techniques show promising results, they do not address a key aspect of the
web bot detection problem, which is the identification of web bots that try to evade detection via, for example,
exhibiting a browser fingerprint and a humanlike behaviour [11, 20, 21, 27]. Based on the current detection
techniques, advanced web bots could be modelled by adversaries by (i) having a browser fingerprint, and (ii)
exhibiting a humanlike behaviour. A fingerprint that is close to one of a browser can be be achieved with the
use and configuration of specific browsing automation software [11, 27, 35], or by using regular browsers [2]. A
humanlike behaviour can be achieved by time sleeps that take into account the length of text in each web page [11,
27], crawling web pages at a specific time (e.g., day/night) [11, 27], skipping or spending a few seconds on content
that they have already visited [11], and performing human assisted [27] or automatic [11] logging in to websites.
Recent research has shown that, although detecting simple bots is relatively easy, detecting more sophisticated
web bots that use a browser fingerprint and/or exhibit a humanlike behaviour, including the performance of
mouse movements, is much more difficult [20].
To address this problem, in this research, we propose a machine learning-based web bot detection framework
that combines web logs and mouse movements for the detection of advanced web bots. This framework can be
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Table 1. Performance of Web Bot Detection Frameworks in Literature
Authors Input Type of bots Results
Rovetta et al. [29] web logs mix of web bots, majority
should be simple
accuracy=0.98
Stevanovic et al. [37] web logs simple accuracy>0.99, F-score>0.80
(imbalanced classes)
Cabri et al. [10] web logs simple F-score>0.955
Iliou et al. [20] web logs simple precision, recall, and balanced
accuracy >0.95
moderate and advanced balanced accuracy=∼0.55
Chu et al. [12] mouse movements between moderate and
advanced
TPR=0.63∼0.99 (based on the bots’
complexity), TNR>0.99
Wei et al. [42] mouse movements between moderate and
advanced
TNR=0.93∼0.99 (based on the bots’
complexity)
combined with rule-based approaches to increase the performance of the web bot detection tools. This work
uses as its basis the framework proposed in Reference [20] and the respective challenges identified in detecting
advanced web bots, and proposes a framework that can be used to effectively detect such bots. Specifically,
the proposed framework combines two detection modules: (i) a detection module that uses web logs and (ii)
a detection module that uses mouse movements. The module that uses web logs extracts the most promising
features for web bot detection as they have been identified in the literature and creates an ensemble classifier
that combines several well-established classifiers that have shown promising results in the web bot detection
problem [20]. The second module uses the mouse movements of visitors on each web page to train models that
can identify web bot and human mouse movement behaviour [42]. The two modules are combined in a novel
way to enable the capturing the different temporal characteristics of the web logs and the mouse movements, as
well as the spatial characteristics of the mouse movements.
3 THREAT MODEL
For the purposes of this research, we consider the potentially vulnerable assets to be web servers that host content
that is of value to specific actors and would therefore motivate them to deploy (malicious) web bots for harvesting
its contents and perform activities such as web scraping, competitive data mining, personal and financial data
harvesting, and more. This is in line with reports of Distil Networks [14, 15], an industry leader in the bot
detection domain, on the typical uses of such (malicious) web bots; specifically, these reports identify valuable
content harvesting (e.g., proprietary content scraping and price scraping) among the important challenges for
several business sectors.
Such web bots can crawl web servers in a humanlike manner to collect information making them harder to
detect. Additionally, we can assume that the malicious web bots exhibit a fingerprint that is indistinguishable
from that of a browser as in the opposite case, such bots could be deterministically detected using advanced
fingerprinting techniques [5, 22, 23, 31]. This is a logical assumption, as the respective Indicators of Compromise
have a low pain threshold (i.e., they require low effort to be changed) [8]. Thus, evasion by advanced threat
actors is trivial through the use of the automation tools allowing configurable fingerprints [5, 39] or by utilising
regular browsers instead of browsing automation software [2].
Overall, we consider our adversaries to be web bots that have a fingerprint that is indistinguishable from
that of a browser and also exhibit a humanlike behaviour; in this research we refer to these as advanced web
bots. Nevertheless, for comparison purposes and as not all web bot visitors exhibit advanced—according to our
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Fig. 1. Web bot detection framework architecture.
definition—behaviour, we also utilised web bots that have a browser fingerprint, support the main functionalities
of a browser, but do not exhibit a humanlike behaviour.
4 WEB BOT DETECTION FRAMEWORK
In this section we present the web bot detection framework that uses both web logs and mouse behavioural
biometrics for the detection of advanced web bots. To capture the different temporal and spatial characteristics
of the data, the framework utilises two detection modules: (i) a module that detects web bots from web logs and
(ii) a module that detects web bots from mouse movements. Each of the modules builds its own classifier. The
first module builds a classifier that aims to identify whether a visitor corresponds to a bot or a human based on
features such as the access frequency of web pages, the type of web content accessed, the access patterns, and
the HTTP errors produced [20, 34, 37]. The second module builds a classifier that uses features extracted from
the visitors’ mouse movements to detect web bots [12, 42].
One of the reasons behind using two different detection modules (and thus two different classifiers) instead of
performing a feature level fusion is the complementarity between the two modules based on the different levels
of granularity that they provide. This allows us to model the different temporal and spatial characteristics of the
visitors’ browsing behaviour, including their behaviour regarding the web pages visited, as well as the mouse
movements performed in each page.
The general architecture of the framework is presented in Figure 1. The framework uses a database that con-
tains the web logs of each user, as well as the respective mouse movements of each user on each web page. The
web logs are used as input to the “web log” detection module, while the mouse movements are used as input to
the “mouse movements” detection module. Each module assigns a score ranging from 0 to 1 to each visitor. A
high score means that a visitor is very likely to be a bot and a low score that the visitor is very likely to be a
human. The respective scores from the two modules are combined to decide whether the session is performed
by a bot or a human, depending on whether the resulting score is above a threshold value.
Next, we describe in detail the detection module that uses web logs (Section 4.1), the detection module that
uses mouse movements (Section 4.2), and the fusion process (Section 4.3).
4.1 Detection from Web Logs
The module that uses web logs to detect web bots is derived from the most prevalent relevant techniques that
have been proposed in literature [18–20, 43]. The architecture of this module is shown in Figure 2. The framework
uses a regular expression to parse the web server logs. This allows the trivial application of the framework to
any web server logs, provided that they contain all the necessary information.
After the successful connection of the framework with the web server logs, the session extraction procedure
takes place. The web log data are split into sessions based on the visitors’ PHP session id (Section 4.1.1). For
each session, several measurable properties/characteristics (features) of the visitors’ behaviour are calculated
(Section 4.1.2). Subsequently, the most effective features are selected (Section 4.1.3). The final feature vectors
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Fig. 2. Web bot detection module that uses web logs.
are used to create the classification models (Section 4.1.4). During the testing phase, we feed new data to these
classification models to assess their ability to identify web bots. To do that, we initially extract the sessions and
feature values from the test data (Sections 4.1.1 and 4.1.2). After that, the most effective features found in the
training process are selected (Section 4.1.3). These data are used as input to the (already) trained classifiers to
label the new visitors as web bots or humans (Section 4.1.4).
4.1.1 Session Extraction. The first step in identifying whether a visitor is a human or a web bot is the ex-
traction of the visitor’s session(s) from the log files. Current approaches in literature combine the IP with the
browser agent name for the creation of a unique identifier per visitor [7, 18–20, 30, 34]. This is used primarily
when no session ids exist or are logged. However, in our case, we consider that the logging process of the web
server is able to store the PHP session id along with the HTTP log data. Thus, we extracted the visitor sessions
from the web log files based on their PHP session id. We consider that a session has been completed when more
than 30 minutes have passed and no new requests with its id have been performed [7, 18, 19, 30, 34].
4.1.2 Feature Extraction. The information included in each session is encoded into measurable values, which
are meant to represent the various properties (features) that can be found in (or deduced from) the web logs.
These features are related to the method/response code of the HTTP request, the type of file(s) requested, and
the browsing behaviour. These features are used as input to train the classification models.
4.1.3 Feature Selection. In machine learning, some of the available features might negatively affect the effec-
tiveness of the classification models. Therefore, it is common to perform a feature selection process, in which a
subset of all available features is chosen [13, 20]. The framework can be combined with any feature selection al-
gorithm to accommodate different types and volumes of data. The specific details of the feature selection process
that has been selected for the evaluation of this framework are presented in Section 6.4.
4.1.4 Classification. The final feature vectors are used as input to train the classifiers. The framework sup-
ports the construction of an ensemble from several classifiers (i.e., it performs a class probability averaging of
all the available classifiers) [20, 34]. The classification algorithms that are typically employed include Support
Vector Machines, Random Forest, and so on; details of the classifiers that are employed in this work are presented
in Section 5.1. In the testing phase, the ensemble is used to identify whether new web sessions are from web bots
or humans.
4.2 Detection from Mouse Movements
The second module of our framework uses mouse movements to identify whether the visitor is a bot or a
human, a technique that has been proven to be effective in detecting web bots [12, 42]. The framework con-
stantly collects the mouse movements of each visitor along with the respective timestamps (Section 4.2.1). This
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Fig. 3. Web bot detection module that uses mouse movements.
Fig. 4. Mouse movement collection process.
information is then used to train classification models for the detection of web bots based on their mouse move-
ments (Section 4.2.2). The architecture of this module is presented in Figure 3.
4.2.1 Mouse Movement Collection Architecture. The first step is to collect the mouse movements of each
visitor on each web page. These data are stored as a sequence and include all the points that the visitor per-
formed mouse movements on, along with the respective timestamps. The data are collected in the form of
{(x1,y1, t1), (x2,y2, t2), . . . , (xn ,yn , tn )}, where xi and yi are the coordinates of the current mouse point, ti is
the timestamp of when the mouse move was performed, and n is the total number of points over which the
mouse hovered in each web page.
The process for the collection of mouse movements is presented in Figure 4. To enable our framework to
collect such data, a JavaScript file is embedded in each web page.4 This JavaScript file constantly stores locally
the mouse movements of the browser along with the respective timestamps and sends them back to the server
when the visitor performs a mouse click (left/right/middle), or periodically, every few seconds. The main idea
behind this is to track the mouse movements in every web page that has been visited. There are two main ways
that a visitor can visit a web page in our setting: (i) either by clicking on a hyperlink in the web page or (ii) by
using the browser’s general functionality, i.e., writing the URI of the web page or clicking the browser “back”
button. In the first case, a mouse click event is triggered, allowing us to get all the currently collected mouse
movements. In the second case, to the best of our knowledge, the best (and most browser-software independent)
approach is to periodically collect the current mouse movements.
4Please note that alternative approaches for the collection of mouse movements can be followed (such as the use of HTML div tags that
utilise css hover selectors to request a new background image when visitors move their mouse over a box on the grid) if we want to avoid
using JavaScript on the client side for the collection of mouse movements. This should not affect the detection flow of the framework.
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4.2.2 Classification. The mouse movements that each visitor performed on each web page are grouped
together to form sequences. More specifically, the format of the sequences is {(x1,y1,dt1), (x2,y2,dt2), . . . ,
(xn−1,yn−1,dtn−1)}, where xi and yi are the coordinates of the current mouse point, dti = ti+1 − ti is the dif-
ference between the timestamps of when the mouse move was performed on the points i and i + 1 (i.e., the total
time the mouse stayed on the corresponding point) and n is the total number of points over which the mouse
hovered in each web page. Since tn is the current time (and thus tn+1 is unknown), the last point in the sequence
is (xn ,yn , 0). Each sequence is presented as a two-dimensional matrix where xi and yi correspond to the indexes
of each element in the matrix and dti corresponds to its value.
Each session creates several two-dimensional matrices, one per page visited. These matrices are used to train
classification models for the detection of web bots (by considering each two-dimensional matrix as a new training
sample). Due to the nature of the problem (i.e., detecting patterns in mouse trajectories) as well as approaches
proposed in literature [42], the classifier of this module uses CNNs; details of the classifiers that are employed
in this work are presented in Section 5.2.
In the testing phase, since several matrices correspond to the same visitor, we predicted the class for each
matrix separately and then performed a majority voting over all matrices in each session to identify whether
they are a bot or a human. Specifically, we calculated the total number of matrices that would be individually
classified as matrices generated from web bots and from humans, and labeled the session as a bot session, if the
number of bot matrices exceeded the number of human matrices.
4.3 Fusion of Detection Models
The framework performs a decision level fusion to leverage the complementarity between the two modules
based on the different levels of granularity that they provide that enables the modelling of the different temporal
characteristics of the browsing behaviour and mouse movements. At the end of each session, the scores of the
two detection modules are combined to decide whether the session is from a bot or a human.
Due to the complexity of human visitor mouse movements and thus the difficulty in simulating them, we be-
lieve that detection based on mouse movements can be less susceptible to evasion. Furthermore, relative research
has shown that web log-based detection is not very effective in the case of advanced web bots [20].
For this reason, when the score of the detection module that uses mouse movements is either very high or very
low (indicating, with high probability, that the visitor is a web bot or a human, respectively) we only take the
score from the mouse movement detection module into account. Otherwise, the scores of two detection modules
are combined. The equation to calculate the final score is as follows:
scoretot =
{
scoremv, if scoremv ≥ thresh or scoremv ≤ thresl
wmv ∗ scoremv + wwl ∗ scorewl, otherwise
, (1)
where scoretot is the final score, and scoremv and scorewl are the classification scores for the detection modules
that use mouse moves and web logs, respectively. The wmv and wwl represent the weights of the score outputs
of the two detection modules with wmv + wwl = 1 and the thresh and thresl are the threshold values that indicate
when the detection using mouse movements is reliable enough to be used on its own. The final decision score,
scoretot , is compared to a predefined threshold to determine whether a visitor is a human or a bot.
5 CLASSIFICATION METHODS FOR WEB BOT DETECTION
This section presents the classification methods employed by the two web bot detection modules utilised in this
framework. More specifically, we present the features and the machine learning algorithms utilised by the log-
based web bot detection module (Section 5.1), as well as the deep learning architecture employed by the detection
module that uses mouse movements (Section 5.2).
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Table 2. Features Extracted from Each Session
Id Feature Short description and literature
1 Total requests Total number of HTTP requests that the agent issued during the session [3,
16, 20, 34, 37, 38, 43].
2 Total session Bytes The sum of all requested pages’ size (in Bytes) in a session [3, 10, 20, 29, 38,
43].
3 HTTP GET requests Total number of HTTP GET requests issued during the session [4, 6, 10, 20,
34, 43].
4 HTTP POST requests Total number of HTTP POST requests issued during the session [6, 10, 20,
34, 43].
5 HTTP HEAD requests Total number of HTTP HEAD requests issued during the session [6, 10, 16,
20, 29, 34, 37, 38, 43].
6 % HTTP 3xx requests The percentage of HTTP requests that led to an HTTP 3xx code response
[4, 10, 20, 43].
7 % HTTP 4xx requests The percentage of HTTP requests that led to an HTTP 4xx code response
[4, 10, 16, 20, 29, 37, 38, 43].
8 % image requests The percentage of HTTP requests that requested an image. This feature
searches for all known image formats’ ending [18, 20, 30, 34].
9 % css file request The percentage of HTTP requests that requested a css file [20, 30].
10 % js requests The percentage of HTTP requests that requested a JavaScript file [18, 20, 30].
11 HTML-to-image ratio The number of the requested HTML files divided by the number of
requested image files in a session [16, 20, 37, 43].
12 Depth SD Standard deviation of requested pages’ depth (i.e., number of ’/’ in URL
path) [20, 37, 38, 43].
13 Max requests per page The maximum number of requests to the same page in a session [20].
14 Average requests per page The average number of requests per page in a session [20].
15 Max number of
consecutive sequential
HTTP requests
The maximum number of HTTP requested URLs that contain the previously
requested URL as a subpart page [20, 43].
16 % of consecutive
sequential HTTP requests
The percentage of HTTP requested URLs that contain the previously
requested URL as a subpart [16, 20, 37, 38].
17 Session time The total time (in seconds) between the first and the last HTTP request of
the session [3, 4, 20, 29, 34, 43].
18 Browsing speed The ratio of the total number of requested pages over time (in seconds)
[4, 20].
19 SD of inter-request times Standard deviation of time between successive requests [4, 20].
5.1 Detection Module That Uses Web Logs
The module that uses web logs for the detection of web bots first extracts the features to be used by the classifiers.
To identify these features, we initially studied the related work published in the past seven years (2012–2019) and
gathered the most promising ones that have been proposed and that are also applicable in our setting. Table 2
shows the complete list of features, with a short description and relevant studies that use them.
The next step concerns the selection of the classifiers to be employed in our voting scheme. To this end, four
well-established machine learning algorithms, all of whom have been used by other researchers for the web
bot detection problem were considered. More specifically, we applied the Support Vector Machine [20, 29, 37],
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Table 3. Architecture of the Network for the Detection of Web Bots
from Mouse Movements
Layer type Kernel size / stride Output Shape Activation
InputLayer – (480, 1320, 1) –
Conv 3x3 / 2 (239, 659, 64) ReLU
Conv 3x3 / 2 (119, 329, 64) ReLU
M-Pool 4x4 / 4 (29, 82, 64) –
Conv 3x3 / 2 (119, 329, 64) ReLU
M-Pool 4x4 / 4 (29, 82, 64) –
Flatten – (1920) –
Dense – (2) Softmax
the Random Forest [20, 34], the Adaboost [20, 34], and the Multi-layer Perceptron classifiers [10, 20, 29, 37].
These classifiers construct an ensemble classifier (Voting classifier) that performs a class probability averaging
of all the available classifiers [20, 34]. We decided to follow this approach, instead of simply using one of the
aforementioned approaches, to provide a more robust detection framework so as to ensure that any shortcomings
of an individual classifier will not affect the detection performance. For the implementation of these algorithms
the scikit-learn5 Python library was used.
5.2 Detection Module That Uses Mouse Movements
The module that uses mouse movements is based on CNNs, since they have proven to work very well in identi-
fying patterns, also when employed in relevant research [42].
Inspired by the architecture used in a relevant study [42], as well as considering the nature and complexity of
our problem (i.e., detecting line patterns) we chose the architecture presented in Table 3. For the implementation
of the Deep Neural Network, the Keras6 Python library was used.
6 EVALUATION SETUP
To assess the effectiveness of the proposed web bot detection framework that combines both web logs and mouse
biometrics, a series of experiments was performed by considering web bots of different sophistication levels. This
section describes the evaluation methodology (Section 6.1), the dataset (Section 6.2), the evaluation metrics that
we considered (Section 6.3), the configuration of the employed classification algorithms (Section 6.4), and, finally,
the configuration of the web bots that we used for the experiments (Section 6.5).
6.1 Evaluation Methodology
The purpose of this work is to examine the effectiveness of the web bot detection framework when faced with
malicious web bots such as those considered by our threat model (see Section 3), i.e., web bots that aim to crawl a
web server with the purpose of harvesting information of value from that server. For that, we chose a web server
that hosted static web pages to generate our dataset. Had we decided on using dynamic and more complex web
pages, it would have required a much greater user base to generate a representative dataset. Since there were
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The evaluation of the framework was performed in two phases. Initially, the framework was evaluated on
a testbed web server where the sessions were created by a closed set of participants, i.e., the authors of this
work. In the second phase, an expanded version of the web server (including additional content) was visited by
28 additional users (different from the ones used in the first set of experiments). The purpose of the first set of
experiments was to evaluate our framework on its ability to detect web bots of different levels of sophistication
(i.e., moderate and advanced). The second phase of experiments aimed to evaluate our framework in a more “real-
world” scenario, where (i) there is not always a way to isolate suspected web bots of different sophistication levels
before they are passed to the detection models, and (ii) the detection framework is usually tested on new users
with unseen behaviours. Thus, in the second phase of experiments, we also evaluated our framework in the case
where moderate and advanced web bots are merged, and in a user-independent manner, where each user (and
thus all their sessions) are used exclusively for either training or testing.
6.1.1 First Phase of Experiments. In the first phase of the experiments, we considered two cases for our eval-
uation: (i) testing the framework on moderate web bots (i.e., web bots that have a browser fingerprint but do not
exhibit a humanlike behaviour) and (ii) testing the framework on advanced web bots (i.e., web bots that have
a browser fingerprint and exhibit a humanlike behaviour). We do not investigate the case of web bots that do
not have a browser fingerprint (i.e., simple bots), because they can trivially be detected using simple rule-based
techniques. The purpose of the first phase of experiments was to examine the differences in the framework’s
performance when web bots present more evasive behaviour.
Furthermore, to gain a better understanding of our detection framework’s performance, we evaluated each
detection module separately and in combinations. More specifically, besides the two modules and their fusion
presented in Section 4.3, we also evaluated the detection modules in a joint OR statement and the detection
modules when we simply average their classification probabilities.
Moreover, to account for the fact that in a real-world case scenario we might want to detect web bots as
soon as possible (i.e., with a few requests), we examined the performance of our framework over the number of
requests as they happen (real time). For the classifier that uses mouse movements, the voting process considers
the requests one by one, as they arrive (see Section 4.2.2); thus, no retraining is required. However, for the
classifier that uses web logs, we have to retrain the classifiers in each request with all the requests that are
available at that time. This is because the classifier that uses web logs considers the whole (available) session
before identifying the web bots.
6.1.2 Second Phase of Experiments. The second phase of experiments was performed on the same web server,
but with further content added. In this second phase of the experiments, the evaluation process aims to reflect
an even more realistic scenario. To this end, we initially re-evaluated our framework using the advanced web
bots tested before. After that, to account for the fact in a real-world scenario moderate web bots and advanced
web bots would be mixed, we evaluated our framework on a dataset that contains both moderate web bots and
advanced web bots.
6.2 Dataset
The framework was evaluated on two different versions of the server, the second of which had additional content.
For the first phase of the experiments a closed set of participants (i.e., the authors of this work) were used for the
generation of the human sessions, whereas in the second phase of the experiments, 28 additional human subjects
were used to create the human sessions for the evaluation of the framework. In both cases, the human visitors
were presented with web pages containing primarily text and, in some cases, a few images, and they were asked
to spend some time on that server, reading part of the content. There were no strict instructions on how to read
the content or what content to read to simulate a more real-world case scenario.
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Fig. 5. Distribution of total requests per session for the first phase of experiments.
Table 4. Human, Moderate and Advanced Web Bots Sessions and Total Requests for All Sessions of the
First Phase of Experiments (Sessions/Requests)
Bots D1 D2
Humans Moderate Advanced (humans + mod. bots) (humans + adv. bots)
Train 35 / 456 35 / 431 35 / 527 70 / 887 70 / 983
Test 15 / 172 15 / 196 15 / 239 30 / 368 30 / 411
Total 50 / 628 50 / 627 50 / 766 100 / 1,255 100 / 1,394
6.2.1 First Phase of the Experiments. For the first phase of the experiments, the web server that was used
to evaluate our framework hosted 61 web pages from five different categories/topics crawled from Wikipedia.
The number of pages was heuristically chosen with the objective of providing enough data for the visitors to
read from. For the first phase of experiments, 50 human sessions were generated by a closed set of participants,
i.e., the authors of this work; in each session we visited the web server for an adequate (not predefined) period
of time to generate sufficient data for our experiments. The resulting sessions had between 9 and 20 requests.
There were no specific requirements regarding the number of requests. The only goal was to spend sufficient
time browsing the server so that an adequate amount of data could be collected. Furthermore, since we evaluated
our framework over the number of requests, there was no need for the users to perform a specific number of
requests.
The distribution of the total number of requests of the human sessions for the first phase of experiments
is presented in Figure 5. Each session was identified based on the PHP session id. Furthermore, we created 50
moderate and 50 advanced web bot sessions that performed a similar number of requests with humans (i.e., a
random number between 9 and 20 requests).
In the first phase of the experiments, the framework was evaluated on two datasets: (i) the D1, which contains
the human sessions and the moderate web bot sessions and (ii) the D2, which contains the human sessions and
the advanced web bot sessions. Furthermore, each dataset was split into 70% training and 30% testing for the
evaluation of the framework simulating a training and a testing periods. The dataset details are presented in
Table 4 in the format of x/y where x is the number of sessions and y is the total number of requests during these
sessions.
6.2.2 Second Phase of Experiments. For the second phase of experiments, an expanded version of the same
web server was used; this web server hosted a total of 110 web pages from 11 categories/topics (including the
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Fig. 6. Distribution of the total requests per session for the second phase of experiments.
content used in the first version of the web server) crawled again from Wikipedia. Over the course of these
experiments, 28 additional users were asked to visit our web server, and to create 2 sessions each (thus, the total
number of human sessions were 56). We instructed each user to spend about 15–20 minutes per session. All
sessions were anonymised and the only information collected was which sessions were generated by the same
user.
The distribution of the total number of requests in the sessions of the additional 28 users is presented in
Figure 6. Each session was identified based on the PHP session id. However, we also considered a session timeout
of 30 minutes; if 30 minutes passed after the last request with a particular session id, any future requests with
the same id would be considered as part of a new session.
In the second phase of the experiments, the framework was tested on two datasets: (i) the D3, which contains
the human sessions generated by the additional users and the same number of sessions generated by the same
advanced web bots used in the first set of experiments and (ii) the D4, which contains the human sessions
generated by the additional users and a mix of moderate and advanced web bot sessions. The rationale behind
the selection of the D4 was that in a real-world scenario, such web bots will not usually be isolated based on
their evasiveness and thus it is of interest to see how the framework performs under these circumstances. Thus,
in D4 we considered 28 moderate and 28 advanced web bots sessions (which is in total equal to the number of
human sessions).
Additionally, the second phase of experiments were user-independent (i.e., different users are used for training
and for testing) to simulate a more real-world scenario, where the framework will be required to identify new,
unseen behaviours as bots or humans. Furthermore, to account for the fact that the selection of which users will
be considered for testing may influence the results, we performed a sevenfold cross validation at user level. More
specifically, we split the dataset into seven folds, each fold containing the sessions of four users (thus, each fold
containing eight human sessions in total, as each human visitor made two sessions) and the same amount of web
bot sessions. This enabled our experiments to be user-independent. The final evaluation metrics were calculated
as the average of the results of all iterations. Finally, to account for the randomness introduced when the models
are trained on GPU (as mentioned in the documentation of the Keras library8), the aforementioned process was
repeated five times and the average of all runs was considered.
The dataset that was used for the second set of experiments is presented in Table 5.
6.3 Evaluation Metrics
To assess the effectiveness of the proposed web bot detection framework, we calculated the accuracy, a common
metric used in the web bot detection problem [29, 30, 37, 41]. Furthermore, to gain a better understanding of our
framework’s performance, we also calculated the precision, recall, and F-score (the harmonic mean of precision
8https://keras.io/getting_started/faq/#how-can-i-obtain-reproducible-results-using-keras-during-development.
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Table 5. Human, Moderate and Advanced Web Bots Sessions and Total Requests for All
Sessions of the Second Phase of Experiments
D3 D4
Humans adv. bots humans+adv. mod.+adv. humans+mod.+adv.
sessions 56 56 112 56 112
requests 1211 754 1965 734 1945
Table 6. The Parameters of Classification Algorithms That Use Web Logs
Classification Algorithm D1: Humans – Moderate bots D2: Humans – Advanced bots
SVC
RBF kernel, C=1, RBF kernel, C=16,
gamma=0.03125, tol=0.001 gamma=0.002, tol=0.001
MLP Classifier
ReLU activation, SGD solver, a=0.001,
b1=0.1, b2=0.1, e=1e-08, hidden layer
sizes: (100, 50), constant learning rate
ReLU activation, adam solver,
a=0.001, b1=0.9, b2=0.9, e=1e-08,
hidden layer sizes: (100, 50), constant
learning rate
Random Forest
estimators=200, Gini criterion, max
features=
√
#features, min samples per
leaf = 1, min samples split = 2, max
depth=10, out-of-bag samples used




per leaf = 4, min samples split = 10,
max depth=10, out-of-bag samples
used
Adaboost
Decision Tree Classifier as base
estimator, estimators=1250, decision





Decision Tree Classifier as base
estimator, estimators=1250, decision





and recall) evaluation metrics that are also commonly used for the evaluation of web bot detection frameworks [3,
16, 18, 20, 29, 34, 37].
6.4 Classification
The framework combines two classification modules for the detection of web bots: (i) one that uses web logs and
(ii) one that uses mouse movements; the parameters of these classification modules are presented below.
6.4.1 Classifiers Using Web Logs. This module employs an ensemble of four well-established machine learning
algorithms: Support Vector Machine, Random Forest, Adaboost, and the Multi-layer Perceptron.
For the selection of the parameters of these four classifiers, we performed an exhaustive search over specified
parameter values (grid search) and chose the ones with the highest accuracy using a twofold cross validation on
the training data [20]. Furthermore, the data (both training and testing) are scaled when inserted to the classifi-
cation algorithms to avoid the domination of some features over the others. For the scaling process, initially we
calculated the mean and the standard deviation of the training data for each feature in the training set. These
values were used to scale the data of each feature by subtracting the calculated mean value and then dividing by
the standard deviation [20]. The final values of the parameters are presented in Table 6.
To select the best performing features for our voting (ensemble) classifier, we used the Sequential Feature
Selection technique, a greedy algorithm that can be used to reduce the feature space [20, 28]. More specifically,
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Fig. 7. Sequential Forward Floating Selection for D1 (left) and D2 (right).
we used the Sequential Forward Floating Selection (SFFS) technique [28], in which we start with no features
and then add the most effective features by testing them one by one on the training data. Furthermore, in each
iteration there is an extra exclusion step where features might be removed so that a larger number of feature
subset combinations can be sampled.
The accuracy of the SFFS for both the D1 and D2 datasets is presented in Figure 7. Based on this, we selected
the set of features that resulted in the highest accuracy in the training set for both the D1 and D2. For both the
D1 and D2 the number of features that present the highest accuracy are 14. These selected feature indexes are
{0, 1, 3, 4, 6, 8, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 17, 18} for D1 and {0, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 11, 14, 15, 16, 18} for D2 (see Table 2
for the corresponding features).
Preliminary experiments in our datasets showed that the aforementioned classifiers (both the individual ones
and the ensemble one) were often able to achieve similar results. However, there were cases in all datasets (i.e.,
specific numbers of requests) where the performance of an individual classifier was worse than the combination
using the ensemble (voting method); the precise number of requests for which we observed this performance
varies for each classifier. This indicates the need to use the ensemble classifier presented above to further increase
the robustness of our approach.
6.4.2 Classification Using Mouse Movements. This module utilises a Deep Neural Network architecture that
utilises CNN layers for the detection of web bots based on their mouse trajectories. After a manual inspection or
our datasets, and to account for the high memory usage of the input matrices (1,080 × 1,920), we took advantage
of the fact that human visitors did not perform mouse movements on the edges of the web pages by performing
a center cropping with 300 pixel offset.
6.4.3 Fusion. Each detection module produces a score between 0 and 1. A high score means that a visitor is
very likely to be a bot, and a low score that the visitor is very likely to be a human. The framework combines
these scores as shown in Equation (1). The values of the thresholds for which only the mouse movement detection
module was used were initially selected heuristically and then fine-tuned based on the accuracy of the framework
on the training data of D2. The final values that were selected are thresh=0.7 and thresl=0.3. Furthermore, when
the two detection modules are combined, we take the average of the detection scores, sowmv = wwl = 0.5. This
was not fine-tuned, and further optimisations could be performed. If the total score is greater than or equal to
0.5, then we consider the session to be a bot. Otherwise, we consider the session to be human. These values were
selected heuristically.
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Table 7. Browsing Behaviour of Human, Moderate, and Advanced Web Bots
6.5 Web Bots and Their Configuration
The purpose of this research is to examine the effectiveness of the framework in detecting malicious web bots of
different sophistication levels. Malicious web bots can vary from simple scripts to bots that automate browsers
and present a humanlike behaviour [14]. Thus, in this research we evaluated our framework based on its effec-
tiveness in detecting web bots of two levels of sophistication: (i) the moderate web bots that have a browserlike
fingerprint but exhibit no humanlike behaviour and (ii) the advanced web bots that present both a browser fin-
gerprint and a humanlike behaviour. We did not evaluate the performance of our framework on simple web bots
(i.e., simple scripts), since they perform no mouse movements and thus they will always be detected.
As there is neither a universal definition of how the moderate and advanced web bots behave, nor are there
any existing tools that we can use to generate them, we based these behaviours on the information available in
literature [11, 21, 27], as well as in reports of web bot detection companies [15]. More specifically, we consider
the moderate web bots to have no intelligence, meaning that they follow hyperlinks randomly and by perform-
ing direct mouse movements between those links. Advanced web bots, however, exhibit some intelligence by
performing a heuristic hyperlink selection, as well as some more advanced mouse movements based on the web
pages’ content. Table 7 summarises the behaviour of humans, moderate web bots, and advanced web bots, by
visualising two example mouse movement matrices for each type of visitor. The details of how these behaviours
are generated are presented in Section 6.5.1 for the moderate web bots and Section 6.5.2 for the advanced web
bots.
6.5.1 Moderate Web Bots. The moderate web bots were programmed to follow the same number of web pages
as the humans visited, which is a random number between 9 and 20 (see Section 6.2.1). They follow hyperlinks
by extracting all the available hyperlinks from each web page and randomly (with equal probability per page)
choosing one. Additionally, moderate web bots present mouse movements that directly connect their current
position with the position of the next hyperlink that they will follow. Furthermore, the mouse move “step” (i.e.,
the distance between each point/pixel that the mouse, when controlled by the web bot, hovers over) is 1, resulting
in a continuous straight line, unlike advanced web bots and human users.
6.5.2 Advanced Web Bots. The advanced web bots, similarly to moderate web bots, were also programmed
to follow the same number of web pages as the authors visited, which is a random number between 9 and 20
(see Section 6.2.1). However, instead of randomly selecting the hyperlinks to follow like moderate bots, advanced
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web bots are more likely to follow hyperlinks from within the same topic. This is also common to human users
when visiting websites such as Wikipedia. Additionally, advanced web bots can emulate “reading” part of a web
page by performing mouse movements in a left to right direction and back, as if to follow the direction of the
text (like humans sometimes do). As a result, the time between requests is also adjusted based on whether they
are “reading” the web page or not, and based on the content of the web page that is read [11].
To achieve the aforementioned behaviours, a number of heuristically selected parameters were used. Next,
we present these specific configurations and parameters regarding the hyperlink selection process and the per-
formed mouse movements.
For the selection of which hyperlink to follow, advanced web bots initially select a random hyperlink from all
the available hyperlinks in each web page. Since the structure of the web server is similar to the one of Wikipedia,
the majority of the hyperlinks in a web page are often on the same semantic topic as their parent page (i.e., the
page including those hyperlinks). Thus, even in a random hyperlink selection policy (like the one followed by
the moderate web bots), bots have a tendency of remaining on the same semantic topic. To further increase the
probability of staying on the same topic, when advanced bots try to visit a new topic they have a 50% probability
of being forced to choose again (i.e., repeat the hyperlink selection process) instead of visiting the new topic.
Additionally, advanced web bots have an 80% probability of simulating a “reading” of the web page (i.e., per-
forming mouse movements hovering over the text as if the bots are reading). The lines to be read are calculated





where the content_length is the length of the web page when considered as a string variable, the template_length
represents the length of the text that belongs to the part of the web page that remains constant for all requests
(i.e., the web page theme or template), and the length_to_lines is a weighting factor that allows the transformation
of content length to lines based on the content size.
To achieve a mouse movement behaviour as the one presented in Table 7 for advanced web bots, we heuris-
tically selected a set of parameters. This behaviour depends on three factors: (i) how many lines the web bot
will “read” (i.e., hover across the page from the left side to the right side in an approximately horizontal line,
like human users do), (ii) given a starting point, which will be the ending point of the line that represents the
“reading” function, and (iii) which will be the next point that the bot will go to after finishing “reading” a line, i.e.,
the next line’s starting point. The first is calculated using Equation (2). We selected content_length = 1500 and
length_to_lines = 500 based on the structure of the web pages. For the second requirement, instead of allowing
the bot to hover over the line until its end, we deduct a random number between (0,200) from the horizontal axis
coordinate of the ending point to simulate the human trait of skipping the end of a line. We also add a random
number between (50,100) to the vertical axis coordinate of the ending point, because humans do not move the
mouse in an exact straight line. After finishing a line, the web bot uses the starting point of the newly finished
line to calculate the coordinates of the next starting point. The next starting point will be the old starting point
with its coordinates incremented by a random number between (0,50) for the abscissa (x-axis) and a random
number between (50,100) for the ordinate (y-axis) respectively.
Finally, the advanced web bots perform a “step” of 8 when going from the left to the right of each line (simu-
lating a “normal reading”) and a “step” of 18 when going back to the start of the line (simulating a mouse move
without reading). All the aforementioned parameters were chosen heuristically with the purpose of presenting
a more humanlike mouse movement behaviour.
6.5.3 Software for Generating the Web Bots. For the purposes of this work, we generated the web bots us-
ing the Selenium9 browser automation software in its default configuration to present an approximate browser
9https://www.seleniumhq.org/.
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web logs OR mouse
movements average fusion
D1 / D2 D1 / D2 D1 / D2 D1 / D2 D1 / D2
Precision 0.93 / 0.92 1.00 / 0.88 0.94 / 0.83 1.00 / 1.00 1.00 / 1.00
bot class Recall 0.87 / 0.80 1.00 / 1.00 1.00 / 1.00 1.00 / 0.93 1.00 / 1.00
F-score 0.90 / 0.86 1.00 / 0.94 0.97 / 0.91 1.00 / 0.97 1.00 / 1.00
Precision 0.88 / 0.82 1.00 / 1.00 1.00 / 1.00 1.00 / 0.94 1.00 / 1.00
human class Recall 0.93 / 0.93 1.00 / 0.87 0.93 / 0.80 1.00 / 1.00 1.00 / 1.00
F-score 0.90 / 0.88 1.00 / 0.93 0.97 / 0.89 1.00 / 0.97 1.00 / 1.00
Accuracy 0.90 / 0.87 1.00 / 0.93 0.97 / 0.90 1.00 / 0.97 1.00 / 1.00
fingerprint, and to enable the creation of a humanlike browsing behaviour (i.e., the generation of clicks, and
mouse movements). However, in a real-world scenario, such web bots must be further configured [5] or regular
browsers could be utilised [2] to avoid deterministic detection based on visitors’ fingerprints. For the purposes
of this research, we assume that the fingerprint generated by Selenium is indistinguishable from a browser fin-
gerprint.
7 RESULTS
In this section we present the results of the evaluation of our framework. The framework was tested in two
phases: the first phase, where we evaluate the framework in its ability to detect advanced web bots as opposed
to moderate ones (Section 7.1), and the second phase, where the framework is evaluated in a more real-world
scenario, where suspected moderate and advanced web bots cannot be always isolated before being passed to
the detection models (Section 7.2).
Regarding the first set of experiments, we initially present the overall performance of our framework in the
dataset generated by the authors of this work when the modules are used alone or in combinations (Section 7.1.1).
After that, and since we want the servers to identify web bots with as few requests as possible (i.e., online, before
the session ends), we also examined the effectiveness of the aforementioned classification models per request,
i.e., initially considering only the first request in each session and gradually increasing the number of requests
considered (Section 7.1.2). Finally, in the second set of experiments, we evaluated our framework over time on
the sessions generated by the additional users (Section 7.2).
7.1 First Phase of Experiments
In the first set, we performed a series of experiments to evaluate the performance of our framework in total and
over the number of requests. The datasets that were utilised for that were the D1 and D2 (see Section 6.2.1). The
results of our framework are presented below.
7.1.1 Overall Performance. To evaluate the overall performance of our framework, we calculated the accuracy
as well as the precision, recall, and F-score for both the web bot and the human class. Furthermore, to better
illustrate the performance of our framework, we considered several combinations of our detection modules.
More specifically, we considered (i) using only the module that uses web logs, (ii) using the module that uses
only mouse movements, (iii) combining the two detection modules in an OR statement (i.e., a visitor is a bot
when at least one module classifies them as a bot), (iv) averaging the classification probability of the detection
modules, and (v) fusing them based on the Equation (1). The results are presented in Table 8.
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Fig. 8. Accuracy over requests for D1 (left) and D2 (right).
As expected, detecting advanced web bots is more difficult than detecting moderate web bots for all detection
modules, since advanced web bots try to present a more humanlike behaviour. Furthermore, the module that uses
mouse movements achieves higher accuracy and F-score than the one that uses web logs. In the OR combination,
if a module incorrectly classifies a user as a bot, the error propagates to the result. For this reason, along with
the fact that the web log module performs worse than the mouse movement module, the OR combination of the
modules yields lower effectiveness than the mouse movement module. However, averaging their classification
probabilities hides these errors, because the correct detection module in each case exhibits either a very high or a
very low classification probability while the incorrect one does not. Finally, when fusing their results as presented
in Equation (1), by using solely the mouse movement detection module when its classification probability is either
very high or very low, the framework classifies all visitors correctly in our test dataset for both the moderate
and the advanced web bots.
7.1.2 Performance over the Number of Requests. Next, we calculated the accuracy of the framework over
the number of requests. We used the same module combinations as in Section 7.1.1 and performed an iterative
process where we initially considered only the first request in each session and gradually increased the number of
requests considered. When a session reached the maximum number of requests available, we stopped increasing
the number of requests considered for that session. The results are presented in Figure 8.
Again, the framework performs better when faced with moderate web bots as opposed to advanced web bots
for all the detection modules. Furthermore, detection using mouse movements is more effective compared to the
one that uses web logs. For D1, the mouse movement module can be used as a stand-alone module, as it achieves
100% accuracy from the first requests. The same behaviour is also achieved when averaging the classification
probabilities of the detection module or fusing them based on the Equation (1). In contrast, the web log module
alone or in combination with the mouse movement detection module in an OR statement (in which errors from
the web log module are propagated to its output) are less effective approaches. In D2, both the detection module
that uses web logs and the one that uses mouse movements present a lower effectiveness in comparison with
D1. As a result, the performance of the combination of those modules decreases. However, the fusion of those
modules retains its effectiveness, which indicates that the two different detection approaches complement each
other even in the cases where one of the individual classifiers fails.
Moreover, an unexpected outcome was that in both D1 and D2, the accuracy score did not increase as the
number of considered requests grew larger. More specifically, in D2, the accuracy of all detection modules is
very high when using only two requests. This indicates that, while advanced web bots may present a long-term
humanlike behaviour, when tested on a few requests, their behaviour varies from the norm, which makes them
easier to detect.
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Fig. 9. Accuracy over requests for D3 (left) and D4 (right).
Finally, we tested the statistical significance of the difference in the performance of each detection module
and their combinations using a paired, one tail, t-test with a = 0.01. For the D1, the performance difference
is statistically significant in all cases except from the “mouse movements,” “average,” and “fusion,” which, as
shown in Figure 8, perform very similarly. For the D2, the performance differences in all cases are statistically
significant.
7.2 Second Phase of Experiments
In the second phase of the experiments, the final accuracy was calculated as the average accuracy across all
iterations (see Section 6.2.2). The results are presented in Figure 9, where the accuracy is plotted per request.
The results in the second phase of experiments indicate that both the detection module that uses web logs and
also the detection module that uses mouse movements performed considerably better, with the latter achieving
a very high performance even from the very first requests compared to the ones of the first phase of experiments
on the same number of requests. Additionally, we observed that the performance of the detection modules and
their combinations stabilises after around 30 requests. Through a manual investigation of the two datasets used
in the two phases of the experiments, we observe that the new users exhibited a larger variety of behaviours.
This benefited our framework and made it easier to detect advanced web bots, as they are more similar to each
other than they are to human users.
The aforementioned observation is consistent with the behaviour of the framework when mixing moderate
with advanced web bots in D4. Given that D4 considers both moderate and advanced web bots, there is an
increased heterogeneity in the possible behaviours of web bots and this affects negatively the performance of the
individual detection modules. However, while the performance of the individual modules is affected by mixing
the two types of bots, the fusion of the detection modules achieves a high accuracy.
Moreover, the combination of the two detection modules in an OR statement performs slightly better than the
web log detection module (which indicated that the errors from the web log detection module propagate to its
output), while the average and the fusion of the two detection modules perform slightly better than the mouse
movements detection module.
Finally, we tested the statistical significance of the difference in the performance of each detection module
and their combinations using a paired, one tail, t-test with a = 0.01. For the D3, the performance difference is
statistically significant in all cases except from the “mouse movements,” “average,” and “fusion.” For the D4, the
performance differences in all cases are statistically significant.
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8 DISCUSSION
The ever increasing use of web bots for malicious purposes has led to a need for new and more sophisticated
methods for web bot detection. As websites often implement some form of web bot detection, attackers have
responded by creating advanced web bots that can evade detection on these websites. Even though current web
bot detection techniques proposed in literature are highly accurate for simple and moderate web bots, they have
not been thoroughly tested on advanced web bots.
This study proposed a web bot detection framework that can accurately detect advanced web bots. It is an
amalgamation of two detection modules, one that extracts information from web logs to determine if a visitor is
a human or a web bot and one that detects web bots based on their mouse movements. The framework combines
the results of each module in a novel way to capture the different temporal characteristics of the web logs and
the mouse movements, as well as the spatial characteristics of the mouse movements.
When used individually, the detection module that uses mouse movements is more effective than the web log
detection module, because human mouse movements are more difficult to simulate in comparison with human
browsing behaviour (regarding the web pages visited). Furthermore, while some web bots were able to bypass
at least one module, none of the web bots we tested were able to bypass both of them. This means that it is
more difficult for web bots to present humanlike mouse movements and browsing behaviour simultaneously.
However, simply classifying any session as a bot if either of the detection modules identifies it as a bot will not
be sufficient, since, based on our results, it can lead to the misclassification of human sessions.
Additionally, this research examines web bots of specific evasiveness levels. We show that the framework was
able to detect advanced web bots more effectively when a more broad dataset of users with different behaviours
was used. This indicates that advanced web bots should be modelled to present a broader set of behaviours
(i.e., simulating different types of users). However, the creation of such web bots is challenging, since the more
advanced a web bot is, the more complicated behaviour must be generated. Thus, this work raises the question
of how a set of evasive behaviours for advanced web bots can be generated effortlessly.
Moreover, the current version of the framework can detect web bots only if they allow the specific JavaScript
file that tracks users mouse movements to run. Alternative approaches can be utilised to the collection of mouse
movements that do not use JavaScript. However, in both cases, a (malicious) actor could block such tracking
techniques. We believe that, depending on the application of the framework, such actors could be categorised as
potentially malicious and the web server could apply additional bot detection techniques to them (e.g., techniques
that require human interaction [15]). Furthermore, our framework has not been designed to protect against
replay attacks, in which human behaviour may be recorded and then repeated by a web bot. These attacks are
more time consuming, and they are specific to each web server and its web pages’ structure.
Finally, when applying the proposed web bot detection framework to a web server with numerous visitors,
its effect in the server’s efficiency needs to be considered. The collection of all the visitors’ mouse movements is
a resource demanding process. Thus, we believe that the aforementioned approaches should only be performed
in the first few requests of the visitors and not during the entire session. Our framework achieves high accuracy
with a small number of requests, which makes it suitable for online detection.
9 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This work proposed a framework for detecting web bots that present a browser fingerprint and a humanlike
behaviour. The detection framework combines two detection modules, (i) one that uses web logs and (ii) one
that uses mouse movements. It initially calculates a score using only the mouse movement detection module,
and, if the score is below a predefined threshold (i.e., if the result is uncertain), it calculates the average of the
scores from the two detection modules.
We evaluated our framework on a test web server that was accessed by human visitors and simulated malicious
web bots. The bot traffic originated from web bots of different sophistication levels: (i) moderate web bots that
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have a browser fingerprint (which includes performing mouse movements) and (ii) advanced web bots that both
have a browser fingerprint and also exhibit a humanlike behaviour regarding the web pages visited and the
mouse movements performed.
The results have shown that the detection module that uses mouse movements is more effective in general
than the one that uses web logs, and the fusion of the two detection modules when prioritising the module that
uses mouse movements is more resistant to errors compared with other simple combination approaches. This
indicates that simulating humanlike mouse movements is more difficult than simulating humanlike browsing
behaviour and simulating both simultaneously requires a higher complexity than the ones tested in this work.
Furthermore, we have shown that the proposed approach is suitable for the online detection of web bots, as it
achieves high effectiveness with very few requests.
Future work includes the evaluation of the proposed framework on more sophisticated advanced web bots.
The currently proposed advanced web bots can be further improved to evade detection. However, based on our
results, it is difficult to heuristically define such an evasive behaviour. To this end, we are planning to examine the
performance of our framework against advanced web bots that actively adjust their behaviour to avoid detection
based on whether they have been detected or not. In this case, the framework will also have to adjust its detection
models to address the changes in the bots’ behaviour. Additionally, to further increase the performance of the
framework against more advanced web bots, novel techniques for the automatic adaptation of the weights and
thresholds of the fusion process will be examined [25]. Furthermore, the framework needs to be extended so that
it can detect web bots that perform replay attacks (i.e., record and repeat the browsing behaviour of a human
visitor) by examining similarities in visitor behaviours.
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